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Abstract  
The Joint Interagency Field Experimentation (JIFX) event, organized by the Naval Postgraduate 
School (NPS), is conducted 3-4 times a year at various locations. The four day event can be char-
acterized as an informing system specifically designed to facilitate structured and unstructured 
communications between a variety of parties—e.g., software developers, inventors, military and 
civilian users of various technologies, academics, and agencies responsible for identifying and 
procuring technology solutions—that frequently are constrained in their informing activities in 
more restrictive venues. Over the course of the event, participants may observe technology 
demonstrations, obtain feedback from potential users, acquire new ideas about their technologies 
might be employed and, perhaps most significantly, engage in ad hoc collaborations with other 
participants. 
The present paper describes an exploratory case research study that was conducted over a one 
year period and involved both direct observation of the event and follow-up interviews with 49 
past participants in the event. The goal of the research was to assess the nature of participant-
impact resulting from attending JIFX and to consider the consistency of the findings with the pre-
dictions of various theoretical frameworks used in informing science. The results suggest that 
participants perceived that the event provided significant value from three principal sources: dis-
covery, interaction with potential clients (users) of the technologies involved, and networking 
with other participants. These findings were largely consistent with what could be expected from 
informing under conditions of high complexity; because value generally derives from combina-
tions of attributes rather than from the 
sum of individual attributes, we would 
expect that overall value from informing 
activities will be perceived even though 
estimates of the incremental value of 
that informing cannot be made.  
Keywords: JIFX, informing system, 
complexity, disaster management, ad 
hoc experimentation, collaboration, 
military. 
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Introduction 
An axiom of informing science is that the underlying complexity of the informing to be accom-
plished will exert a significant impact on the structure of the informing system most appropriate 
to achieve the desired informing outcome. The Joint Interagency Field Experimentation (JIFX) 
event incorporates a design intended to achieve informing at an unusually high complexity level. 
The present paper describes an exploratory research case study intended to examine how the na-
ture of JIFX, viewed as an informing system, facilitates and has adapted to the task of informing a 
highly diverse set of clients, including inventors, software developers, military personnel, disaster 
recovery personnel, vendors, government contracting agencies, and academics. 
We begin with an introduction to informing systems theory, as it relates to complexity, and then 
examine the background and nature of the JIFX event. We then describe the methodology and 
report the results of a year-long research project that attempted to assess the consequences of past 
JIFX participation on a particular subset of clients: participants in the JIFX experiments. The re-
sults are then analyzed and the degree to which our observations of JIFX conform to, and extend, 
informing science are discussed and presented as a conclusion.  
Task Complexity and Informing Systems 
The nature and forms of task complexity have been recognized as being critical to achieving ef-
fective informing (Gill & Hicks, 2006). It has been further argued that one of the most important 
factors influencing the structure of an informing system is the degree to which it is focused to-
wards routine informing versus complex informing (Gill, 2009). The theoretical underpinnings of 
the case study are based in these two areas. 
Sources of Task Complexity 
Task complexity is a term that has eluded definition for many decades, despite a number of at-
tempts to specify it (e.g., Campbell, 1988; Gill & Hicks, 2006; Wood, 1986). The major challenge 
in dealing with the term is the ambiguous manner in which it has been used. For example, Gill 
and Hicks identified no fewer than 13 distinct definitions and usages of the term in the manage-
ment and psychological literature that fell into five broad classes, shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Task Complexity Classes 
Name Form of Definition Example 
Experienced 
Task  
Complexity Æ  
Psychological state 
Example: If an individual perceives a task to be difficult, then 




Complexity Æ  
IP Activity 
Example: If a task a task produces high information processing 
(IP) levels, then the task is complex 
Problem 
Space 
Problem Space  
Attributes Æ  
Task Complexity 
Example: A task’s complexity is defined by the minimum size 
of the computer program required to perform the task. 




 Task Complexity 
Example: A task’s complexity is determined by the number of 
task elements, the degree of interrelationship between the ele-
ments and the degree to which task objectives are changing 
(Wood, 1986). 
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Three Domains of Task Complexity 
Gill (2010) later proposed that a sixth class, based on biologist Stuart Kauffman’s (1993) notion 
of complexity leading to a rugged fitness landscape, was necessary. With this, complexity could 
be viewed as occurring in three overlapping domains: what is experienced by the task performer, 
the characteristics of the symbolic representation of the task, and driven by the actual behavior of 
the real world context in which the task is performed. These three domains (also referred to as 
dimensions) are depicted in Figure 1 (adapted from Gill & Murphy, 2011) and listed in Table 2. 
 
Figure 1: Three domains of task complexity 
 Ruggedness 
The third domain, which deals with real world contexts, is particularly relevant when it comes to 
the design of informing systems. Complexity in this domain derives from two principal sources: 
ruggedness and turbulence. Ruggedness describes the degree to which the attributes that describe 
a task state interact in determining its fitness. Fitness, in turn, specifies the desirability of a par-
ticular state. In a biological context, fitness tends to be driven by successful reproduction across 
generations (Gill & Hevner, 2011).  In the context of a task, this might correspond to the degree 
to which a task performer attempts to return to a particular task state and the degree to which oth-
er performers seek the same state, perhaps as a consequence of imitation (Gill, 2012). 
To clarify the concept of ruggedness, the contrast of a multiple-choice test and a cooking recipe 
can be a useful example. If we represent the attributes of a multiple choice test in terms of the 
responses to each individual question, then (in the typical test) each response will contribute to 
fitness independently. In other words, you will always get a better score if you get the right an-
swer to a particular question, all other things being equal. 
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Table 2: Dimensions of Task Complexity  




Lack of structure Æ 






Nature of problem 
space (e.g. paths, 
size) 









Ruggedness (e.g. number of 
fitness peaks, sensitivity to 
small change), turbulence (e.g. 
punctuated equilibrium) 
 
On the other hand, if—for the sake of simplicity—we represent each recipe in terms of the ingre-
dients it contains, no such independence between attribute values exist. The contribution of gar-
lic’s presence or absence to fitness depends on the other ingredients in the recipe—it likely bene-
fits nearly any dish whose main ingredient is lamb yet must be treated with suspicion in most rec-
ipes falling into the dessert category. As ruggedness grows, fitness becomes more and more de-
pendent upon combinations of attributes rather than individual contributions of attributes. Moreo-
ver, with growing ruggedness attributing a certain percentage of fitness to a particular attribute 
begins to make less and less sense. 
Ruggedness also tends to impact the statistical distribution of fitness across the landscape of 
combinations. Where a landscape is fully decomposable (i.e., each attribute contributes to fitness 
independently), as the number of attributes contributing to fitness grows, combinations of attrib-
utes selected at random from the landscape will tend towards a normal distribution. This is a di-
rect consequence of the central limit theorem, taught in every introductory statistics course, since 
fitness is effectively determined by the sum of large number of independent variables. 
For highly rugged landscapes, on the other hand, there is no compelling reason to assume fitness 
will be normally distributed, since the central limit theorem does not apply. To the contrary, other 
distributions where the distribution of fitness is heavily skewed towards a few states—such as 
those including a tail governed by the power law—are often observed (Gill, 2010). For tasks ex-
isting on such environments, traditional sampling techniques often fail to capture important com-
binations accounting for disproportionate percentage of the total pool of fitness. 
Task Complexity and Informing 
Framed in terms of task complexity, the informing process can be visualized as a transition from 
one fitness plateau to a new fitness plateau, as illustrated in Figure 2. The three issues that must 
be addressed in order to motivate change are as follows: 
1. How familiar is the target state? We are unlikely to be motivated to leave our current fit-
ness plateau if we are unsure about our destination or the path we must take to get there. 
Thus, we are more likely to undertake the journey if, for example, we have concrete ex-
amples to imitate. This is particularly true as ruggedness grows (Gill, 2012). Here the 
governing complexity is unfamiliarity. 
2. How complicated is the planned journey? Moving from one fitness peak to another nec-
essarily means transitioning through intermediate states of lesser fitness. For example, 
every golfer knows that the process of adopting a new golf swing necessarily involves a 
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transition period where performance is lower than the starting state even if the end state is 
higher fitness. The same can likely be said of virtually any ERP implementation. Because 
plans exist primarily in symbolic form, this is largely an issue of problem space complex-
ity.  
3. What is the relative fitness of the end state? Unless we are convinced that the destination 
state is one of substantially higher fitness, the more rugged the landscape the less likely 
we are to consider the transition. The problem is much less severe on decomposable land-
scapes, since such landscapes necessarily consist of a single peak (Kauffman, 1993), and 
therefore incremental changes to reach that peak are usually accompanied by increasing 
fitness. In other words, high levels of ruggedness are normally accompanied by much 
deeper valleys between fitness peaks. 
 
 
Figure 2: The informing process presented as a transition between two fitness plateaus 
Effectively, this process can be viewed as a complementary perspective on Lewin’s (1989) wide-
ly used planned model of change processes: 
Unfreeze Æ Move Æ Freeze 
In this interpretation, unfreezing is largely driven by unfamiliarity, moving is driven by compli-
catedness, and the difficulty of achieving subsequent freezing is driven by the relative fitness of 
the objective state (which may require substantial task performer practice before the fitness plat-
eau is reached). 
Complexity and Informing System Structure 
The model presented in Figure 2 describes the process that an individual client must undergo 
when becoming informed about a new task or manner in which to perform an existing task. The 
ruggedness and dynamics of the fitness landscape similarly exerts a major influence on the design 
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or evolution of informing systems intended to accomplish such informing. In attempting to syn-
thesize the first decade of informing science research, twenty possible distinctions were observed. 
These are listed in Table 3. 
Table 3: Differences between routine and non-routine informing systems (Gill, 2009) 
1. Routine informing systems tend to be driven by the skills of the designer; complex systems evolve 
through cycles of interactions with stakeholders. 
2. Routine informing systems tend to follow the informer Æ client model; complex systems involve 
flows between clients and across system boundaries. 
3. Routine informing systems tend to have well defined structure and boundaries; complex systems 
tend to have neither. 
4. Routine informing systems tend to map to a data Æ information Æ knowledge flow; complex sys-
tems exhibit patterns that are much harder to characterize 
5. Routine informing systems tend to converge towards dedicated technologies and channels; com-
plex systems tend to spread out across technologies and channels 
6. The structure of routine informing systems tends to be driven by the task being performed; com-
plex systems are organizationally situated and their structure cannot be predicted or explained with-
out understanding the broader environment and the community of users. 
7. The objectives of routine informing systems are based around the performance of a particular task 
or set of tasks; objectives in complex systems are much more closely related to client roles and the 
social context of informing. 
8. Incremental informing normally leads to incremental improvements in performance for routine inform-
ing systems; in complex systems, incremental informing often results in misinforming. 
9. The intended outcome of routine informing is normally purpose-focused activity; complex systems 
tend to support multiple, and often interrelated, goals. 
10. Routine informing systems depend upon, and strive to instill, a specific mental model in the minds 
of clients; in complex systems, creating a specific model is not necessarily intended. 
11. Routine informing systems support a specific goal or set of goals shared by all clients; complex 
systems tend to support a diverse, heterogeneous set of needs. 
12. Routine informing systems tend to support task performance and efficiency; complex systems 
best support a need for adaptability. 
13.  Routine informing systems tend to perpetuate themselves; complex systems necessarily trans-
form themselves. 
14.  Routine informing systems tend to be stable; complex systems migrate towards greater structure. 
15. Routine informing systems adopt familiar communications patterns; complex systems continually 
seek a variety of patterns and paths for communications. 
16. Routine informing systems have mechanisms for guaranteeing client attendance to the channel; for 
complex informing systems, client attendance is rarely assured. 
17. Routine informing systems are robust in the presence of noise and minimally impaired by client filters; 
informing in complex systems can be degraded by noise and is heavily influenced by filters. 
18. Routine informing systems will generally offer a variety of measures that can be used to assess 
system performance directly; the performance of complex systems will require indirect assessment 
approaches and will often require studying the historical and organizational context. 
19. Routine informing systems tune themselves to particular fitness peaks; complex systems tend to 
support multiple peaks simultaneously. 
20. Routine informing systems are particularly amenable to analysis grounded in logical empiricism; com-
plex systems are better understood through adopting a hermeneutical-dialectic perspective. 
 
As will become evident shortly, the JIFX event embodies many of the characteristics listed in 
Table 3 (in bold). Of particular interest is the role played by ruggedness and client diversity. Im-
agining the informing process as a transition by clients from one fitness peak to another—such as 
was presented earlier in Figure 2, if we look at the range of starting peaks and possible ending 
peaks we can conceive of the complexity of the informing task as being a function of these two 
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variables. While the peak variables are clearly not dichotomous, for ease of visualization we can 
represent these in terms of four quadrants, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: Alternative complexity scenarios based upon  
client diversity and target ruggedness 
Each of these informing scenarios is hypothesized to be best addressed by a system with different 
characteristics. For example: 
1. Single Client-Single Target: Where a single client or a group of clients all coming in with 
nearly similar states of knowledge is present, the principal obstacle to informing is likely 
to be finding a path that minimizes the duration and loss of fitness associated with mov-
ing from one peak to another. Once found, informing should be effective through one-
way channels from informer to client, such as a lecture, video, or manual.  
2. Diverse Clients-Single Target: To be effective in this context, different paths to the target 
may need to be established to accommodate the needs of different clients. For example, 
in a classroom context a self-paced structure incorporating alternative versions with text 
and video might be offered or alternative versions of the same class might be designed 
with students being given the option to choose (e.g., Gill & Jones, 2010). Where a routine 
system is developed to accommodate such diversity of paths, it will necessarily be very 
complicated. Many institutional systems—such as the tax code or the health care sys-
tem—attempt to achieve this type of informing. 
3. Single Client-Multiple Targets: Sometimes, an informing context occurs where the goal is 
to move participants to consider, and perhaps pursue, alternative peaks. For example, 
such a context might occur where a prevailing paradigm is failing or where groupthink 
has set in. An example of such a system might involve bringing in a group facilitator to 
encourage thinking “outside of the box” using techniques such as brainstorming. 
4. Diverse Clients-Multiple Targets: By far the most complex context, this scenario requires 
a combinatorial explosion in the number of paths that need to be considered. For exam-
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ple, if clients exist on M fitness peaks and the system seeks to move them to N alternative 
peaks, potentially M x N paths may need to be developed. Of necessity, the clients them-
selves will need to be heavily engaged in adaptively mapping out their own learning 
paths, any formally designed system that efficiently moves clients along a sensible path 
would quickly become too complicated to sustain itself. In addition, the large number of 
local peaks associated with rugged landscapes tends to limit the feasibility of algorithmic 
approaches, such as multi-objective decision analysis, that tend to require enumeration of 
possible alternatives (Keller, Simon, & Wang, 2009).   
Given the need to engage clients in their own learning in the last of these scenarios, the venue 
developed for informing is likely to play a critical role in the system’s effectiveness. The JIFX 
event, which we now describe, represents precisely such a venue. 
The JIFX Event 
The specific context for the current investigation was the Joint Interagency Field Experimentation 
(JIFX) program, organized by the Naval Postgraduate School. To understand the JIFX program 
and the individual field events described, it useful to consider the program’s evolution, stated 
goals and underlying philosophy. 
Evolution of the Event 
The JIFX program evolved to its current form over a period of approximately 10 years. In 2002 
the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) initiated a series of field activities intended to provide NPS 
students and faculty the opportunity to demonstrate and evaluate new technologies in a field envi-
ronment while allowing the military’s operational community to explore and experiment with 
these technologies.  The first events focused on a single challenge, the use of unmanned aerial 
vehicles to improve the rescue of downed pilots (Oros, 2014).  In 2003, motivated in part by the 
thesis work of NPS students, the events began to focus on the “integration of a tetherless trans-
mit/receive link(s) between soldiers, tactical vehicles, ground sensors, manned and unmanned 
platforms to push/pull secure voice, data and video” (Manuel, Murphy, & Paxton, 2004.)  The 
focus on the need for a dynamic and flexible network was sufficiently complex that each experi-
ment now involved multiple threads and participation was expanded to include industry and other 
government research entities.  These events attracted funding from the United States Special Op-
erations Command (SOCOM) and were originally known as STAN (Surveillance and Target Ac-
quisition Network) and in 2004 the name changed to TNT (Tactical Network Topology) as the 
focus of the field events continued to broaden in scope.  These early events more closely resem-
bled routine informing systems in that they each had specific challenges to be addressed and the 
emphasis was on finding technical solutions. 
From 2004 to 2007 the program was still narrowly focused on specific topics and did not involve 
large numbers or a large variety of organizations.  From 2007 through 2009 the program, incorpo-
rating regular quarterly field events, increased in size and scope while enjoying steady funding 
from a variety of sources such that each event included hundreds of participants from dozens of 
organizations all working on a growing number of increasingly complex challenges.  It is toward 
the end of this period that the collaborative impact, first identified as enabling interagency syner-
gy development is formally recognized (Bordetsky & Netzer, 2010).  It is the recognition of this 
synergy, and the potential of the events as powerful informing systems, that leads to the formali-
zation of the processes and structure of the events.  To explore the potential of these events as 
informing systems a conscious effort was made to broaden both the nature of the challenges and 
the community of interest that would be engaged to address same.  Focusing on humanitarian as-
sistance and disaster relief (HADR), RELIEF (Research and Experimentation for Local and In-
ternational Emergency and First-responders) events were conducted immediately prior to TNT 
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events.  These events demonstrated that the collaboration and synergy was not limited to military 
and government problem sets or participants and led to the classification of this type of infor-
mation system as multi-institutional semi-structured learning environments (MISSLE) where par-
ticipants were both clients and informers by design (Buettner 2013).  The events continued to 
grow in size and scope and evolved to reflect the attributes of complex informing systems.  This 
evolution into a complex informing system led to the end of TNT/RELIEF, as the primary spon-
sor was unable to justify in simplistic budget terms the emphasis on shared learning as opposed to 
technology development and acquisition.  The last TNT/RELIEF event was conducted in June 
2013.  These events supported hundreds of theses and academic publications and sent dozens of 
technologies to the battlefield (Oros, 2014.) 
JIFX was initiated during the last year of TNT/RELIEF and was designed to address a continually 
evolving set of complex challenges affecting a diverse group of stakeholders.  Its primary purpose 
is educating the participants, not acquiring capabilities. 
JIFX Goals 
As described in its funding documents, JIFX is intended to address the need for more aggressive 
integration and innovation in the pre-acquisition environment to improve requirements generation 
and acquisition system performance with a primary objective being to more effectively use de-
fense dollars. As described by a JIFX organizer: 
 
JIFX addresses the systems and challenges associated with more rapidly and efficiently 
fielding innovative capabilities using a proven informing process constantly tuned to ad-
dress various important problem domains identified by the stakeholders with an emphasis 
on the providing the stakeholders with the solutions required for future mission sets. This 
effort incorporates appropriate interagency resources as well to ensure the broadest ap-
plicability and increased efficiencies in both discovery and application. These increased 
efficiencies include shorter time to delivery, reduced risk and reduced cost. These are the 
product of the unique collaborative environment and interactive dialogue that is created 
by the quarterly field events. These events lead to more dynamic interaction between the 
war fighters, scientists, and engineers that both inform requirements and leverages non-
government (corporate) development dollars.   
 
In short, JIFX was designed to inform problem holders regarding the potential solutions space 
while, at the same time, informing solution providers regarding the problem (opportunity) space 
with the goal of creating more efficient outcomes for all parties. JIFX reflects many of the attrib-
utes identified as associated with complex informing systems in Table 3. 
JIFX Philosophy 
Central to the conduct of each JIFX event was a philosophy that encouraged unplanned (ad hoc) 
collaborations, prized learning from failures, and emphasized knowledge sharing.  In order to 
achieve maximum interaction JIFX was conducted in a non-acquisition environment, no sales or 
similar activities being permitted.  All information exchange was unofficial, that is all participants 
represented only themselves and any opinions offered were considered to be personal and not 
representative of the participant’s organization.  Restricted information sharing (classified, pro-
prietary, etc.) was discouraged to avoid exclusion.  Since the goal was to learn there were no pen-
alties for failure in the achievement of any particular experimental objective.  Daily briefings, 
where everyone offers a quick overview of their effort, highlighted participants whose reach ex-
ceeded their grasp.  In addition to formal evaluations by various participants, each experiment 
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was assessed by the performers and all evaluations were shared with the stakeholders—with each 
experimenter able to see all comments regarding their efforts. 
As described on the JIFX website, the events were austere by design, bounded but not controlled, 
inclusive by default, collaborative, and immediate.     
JIFX Participants 
As shown in Figure 4, the 251 participants of one recent JIFX event (August 2014) consisted of 
representatives of 6 major constituencies.  They represented 82 distinct organizations.  On the 
government side, in addition to the Combatant Commands (stakeholders) and Department of De-
fense representatives, the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of State, the Na-
tional Guard Bureau, the National Reconnaissance Office, and the National Geospatial Intelli-
gence Agency were represented.   
 
Figure 4: JIFX Participant Breakdown 
State and local governments were represented by the California Governor’s Office of Emergency 
Services, Sacramento County Office of Emergency Services, and the San Luis Obispo County 
Fire Department. 
Representing the academy were Stanford University, Carnegie Mellon University, Arizona State 
University, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, California State University Long 
Beach, Georgia Tech Research Institute, University of South Florida, and from Germany, the 
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich and Bundeswehr University Munich. 
Industry and non-profit participation ranged from corporate giants such as Cisco, Lockheed Mar-
tin, and Northrop Grumman to small privately held firms such as Babel Street and NGOs such as 
Team Rubicon. 
This diverse group conducted, evaluated, and collaborated for the conduct of more than 30 
planned experiments over a three day period at Camp Roberts National Guard facility in central 
California.  
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JIFX Structure 
The JIFX process consisted of pre-event activities, event execution and post-event activities.  
During the events themselves the goal was to have just enough structure to be safe, secure, and 
legal so as to minimize potential barriers to collaboration. 
In the pre-event processes stakeholders (clients) with challenges identified their respective prob-
lem domains and solicited the assistance of government, industry, and academic experts (inform-
ers) that may have knowledge regarding potential solutions to these challenges. This solicitation 
was done in the form of a Request for Information posted on the FedBizOps.gov website. Re-
sponses to this solicitation were provided via the JIFX website and were formatted into infor-
mation charts (commonly referred to as quad charts) and white papers. 
A panel of stakeholders reviewed solicitation responses describing the proposed solutions and 
invited participation in a quarterly JIFX field event based on the panel’s assessment of the poten-
tial solution described. By this point in the process, the JIFX design had already initiated bi-
directional informing flow regarding the problem domain and potential solutions between the cli-
ent and informer.  
The stakeholders developed a list of activities, designated “experiments” to reflect the failure tol-
erant learning centric nature of the event, intended to explore the potential of the proposed solu-
tions. These experiments could vary from a narrow and isolated proof of concept to a complex 
scenario incorporating moving vehicles, complex communications, and active adversaries.  
During the event phase dozens of respondents and interested observers would typically participate 
in the field event. Industry participants were permitted only if conducting experimentation, and 
even those groups were composed of engineers and scientists with the attendance of marketing 
personnel (or marketing activity) prohibited. Events were open for all United States government 
employees, and a typical event had dozens of government agencies represented (not part of the 
stakeholder/client group) that attended to be informed regarding the state of technologies that 
may be useful to them as well. The social networking and transactive memory enhancement that 
one would normally see at a conference or trade show also took place at these events. 
These experiments tended to be focused on new technologies but, as previously noted, the event 
was not an acquisition activity but rather a learning activity. The stakeholder clients were focused 
on learning about potential capability solutions and not the purchase of any particular widget. The 
conduct of the experiments served as a focused channel for more engaged communications be-
tween the client and informer, again in both directions. 
Finally, post event, a variety of written reports were produced to include a stakeholder’s assess-
ment, specialized reports (such as cyber security assessments), and a formal after action report.  
The later typically exceeded 200 pages in length and represented a participant provided, stake-
holder edited, record of each experiment (in addition to the comments of any evaluators).  The 
full final report was restricted to government entities to avoid any appearance of endorsement but 
each participant could view the sections of the report that addressed the experiment that they con-
ducted.  
Research Questions 
The research questions to be addressed in the study fell into three categories:  
1. Questions specific to the exercise that sought to identify potential sources of value real-
ized from the exercise, and  
2. Questions that specifically related to the broader area of the design and effectiveness of 
informing of the JIFX informing processes. 
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3. Meta-questions relating to informing under conditions of complexity. 
Source of Value Specific Research Questions 
Prior to the study, a considerable amount of anecdotal evidence had been amassed that partici-
pants—of all categories—perceived value was being realized in the exercise. Based on an initial 
visit to the exercise, made prior to the funding of the research, the principal investigator initially 
postulated sources of value that included the following: 
1. Accelerated defect detection.  Within the world of software testing and design science, it 
has long been recognized that early detection of defects or shortcomings in an artifact re-
duces cost. Many JIFX activities involved taking components from different sources and 
mashing them together. The “willingness to fail” that characterized JIFX encouraged par-
ticipants to subject their products to public tests and experiments that quickly surface un-
discovered product limitations. By detecting these early in the product lifecycle, total 
product cost would likely be reduced. This source of value would most likely be realized 
by product developers. 
2. Costs of substitute products. Many of the artifacts used at JIFX events were low-cost sub-
stitutes for existing technologies, e.g., off-the-shelf cameras taped to unmanned aerial ve-
hicles (UAVs), explosive holding containers built with low-tech, readily-available mate-
rials. This source of value would most likely be realized by participants involved in ac-
quisitions.  
3. Cost-shifting of product refinement. When innovative artifacts are first introduced, sever-
al cycles of refinement may be required before they are optimized for the needs of a par-
ticular user. In the case of products for government use, it is common for the government 
to contract for and bear the cost of these refinements. The informing system employed by 
JIFX was designed to encourage companies to rethink their products and, on their own 
initiative (and at their own expense), refine them to make them more attractive. This 
source of value was expected to be realized by two types of participants: participants in-
volved in acquisitions, who would experience reduced contract costs, and product devel-
opers through increased likelihood of eventual purchase of their product. 
4. Time reduction. Along the lines of the previous item, the interactions encouraged by JIFX 
seemed likely to accelerate the process of development. This represents a contribution to 
the value side of the equation, since the benefits of the artifacts developed should be real-
ized earlier. This source of value, once again, was predicted to be realized by participants 
involved in acquisitions and by product developers. 
5. Improved design fitness. The fitness of a particular artifact design describes its ability to 
evolve and improve over time (Gill & Hevner, 2011). While the immediate usefulness of 
the artifact contributes to this, so do other factors, such as malleability (ability to be re-
tasked by end users), openness to inspection, and novelty.  This source of value would be 
particularly relevant to the end-user (e.g., disaster recovery personnel, war fighters), the 
most likely beneficiary of improved design. Factors such as decomposability, malleabil-
ity, and openness may also enhance the likelihood that the product developer will be able 
to sell the product eventually. 
As the study evolved, the scope was narrowed to a particular subset of participants—product de-
velopers—leading to a series of research questions most likely to be relevant to this group of par-
ticipants: 
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• Does participation in JIFX lead to accelerated defect detection? 
• Does participation in JIFX lead to accelerated product improvements? 
• Does participation in JIFX lead to improved product or system design? 
Informing-Specific Research Questions 
One of the most intriguing aspects of the JIFX design was the many possible informing flows that 
could occur between participants. Even accepting the limitation that product/system designers 
were to be the central focus of the study, informing flows could occur: 
• Between product developers 
• Between product developers and experts (e.g., academic and domain experts) 
• Between product developers and end-users (e.g., disaster recovery personnel and war 
fighters) 
• Between product developers and potential customers (e.g., individuals or organizations 
involved in acquisition; other vendors). 
In addition, informing could occur through casual networking, product demonstrations, or over 
the course of the planned or ad hoc experimentation that was central to the JIFX event. 
This led to a broad series of research questions of the form: 
• Does a product/system developer derive value from interactions with potential custom-
ers? 
• Does a product/system developer derive value from interactions with potential vendors of 
other products or services? 
• Does a product/system developer derive value from interactions with potential users of 
the product or service? 
• Does a product/system developer derive value from interactions with experts in the area? 
• Does a product/system developer derive value from viewing demonstrations of related 
products, processes, or services? 
• Does a product/system developer derive value from networking with individuals being 
encountered for the first time?  
• Does a product/system developer derive value from networking with prior contacts? 
• Does a product/system developer derive value from participating in ad hoc experiments? 
Informing Meta-Questions 
The value-specific and informing-specific questions addressed in the research were further influ-
enced by the possibility that the fitness of JIFX outcomes could well be characterized by a rugged 
landscape. This would imply challenges resulting from two key aspects of the event: 
1. Exercise participants were quite heterogeneous, even after the study was limited to 
product/service developer participants. These types of solutions being developed in-
cluded (but were not limited to) software, high-tech hardware, low-tech hardware, in-
tegrated systems, and novel processes at various stages of maturity. The nature of the 
participants also varied considerably, including (but not limited to) small businesses, 
large businesses, defense contractors, academic researchers, and military personnel. 
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In a rugged informing environment, there would be little reason to expect that differ-
ent participants would achieve fitness through the same types of informing processes. 
2. Fitness on a rugged landscape does not lend itself to decomposition. In other words, 
any attempt to apportion value to different informing sources would tend to run into 
the same type of earlier-mentioned problem that we encounter when trying to deter-
mine the relative contribution of the ingredients in a recipe. 
This leads to a couple of meta-research questions: 
• Does the perceived value of different JFIX informing channels vary significantly by the 
type of product/service being considered and by the nature of the participant? 
• Are the JIFX participants able to provide well-articulated apportionments of value to al-
ternative informing sources? 
If the answer to the first of these questions is yes, then that would support the proposition that 
JIFX presents a rugged fitness landscape to participants. If participants are consistently able to 
identify the value associated with specific informing channels, on the other hand, this would be 
consistent with a more decomposable, less rugged fitness landscape. 
Research Design 
The research design can be characterized as exploratory case research, relying heavily on triangu-
lation of data sources, which included interviews, archival data, survey, and direct observation. 
As is typical of an exploratory case research process (Gill, 2011), data gathering include both 
planned and opportunistic elements. 
Research Phases 
The design involved four phases:  
1. Pre-Proposal: Prior to the commencement of the project, the principal investigator (PI) 
observed a JIFX exercise held at Camp Roberts, in California, in August 2012. 
2. Proposal: Based on the observations made during the pre-proposal phase, the PI prepared 
a research proposal and interview protocol based around the research questions presented 
in the previous section. The project was funded in August 2013 but, owing to a U.S. 
Government shutdown that occurred during the fall, the JIFX event that was intended to 
kick off the project in November 2013 was cancelled.  
3. Data Gathering: The PI, and two graduate assistants sat in on a modified JIFX event—
focused on social media and held online—in November 2013, then conducted a series of 
pilot interviews. In February 2014 the three attended a JIFX event in California to ob-
serve and conduct face-to-face interviews. During the period from February-July 2014, 
the graduate assistants conducted phone interviews of past JIFX participants. In August 
2014 the PI attended one additional JIFX event in California, taking the opportunity to in-
terview past participants who attended that event. All data was entered into an MS Ac-
cess database for subsequent analysis. 
4. Analysis and Write-up: During the period from August-October 2014, the information 
collected in the database was analyzed and provided to the event organizers at the Naval 
Postgraduate School, who conducted a final check for factual accuracy. 
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Data Gathering 
Participants in the JIFX event were selected based upon white paper submissions. As of May 
2014, 252 separate white papers could be identified referencing experiments that had actually 
been conducted. A typical white paper was between 2000 and 2500 words and summarized the 
proposed experiment. 
Effectively, this represented all past JIFX participants and was used as the principle means of 
identifying appropriate interview candidates. A separate database entry was created for each ex-
periment. In addition, tables were created to record interview results for each experiment. 
To contact interview candidates, the project team relied on email lists provided by the event or-
ganizers at the Naval Postgraduate School. Emails were sent to each participant in order to set up 
a time for a phone interview with the project’s graduate assistants. That email also included a link 
to an optional survey that respondents could fill out in advance to reduce interview time (included 
as Appendix A). Later, because of the difficulty in acquiring phone interviews, that survey be-
came the primary tool for data gathering. 
In addition to the phone interviews, the PI and graduate assistants conducted interviews with 
many past participants at two JIFX events, the first of which (February 2014) was attended by the 
entire team and the second (August 2014) attended by the PI. 
Interview protocol 
Systematic surveys were conducted using telephone interviews of current and former JIFX and 
TNT participants in an effort to determine the impact – both qualitative and economic – of the 
event on the development and adoption of participating technologies.  
The interviewing process took place between September 2013 and August 2014. It involved ex-
amining a database of 313 white papers that described experiments/projects that were conducted 
at JIFX events from 2012-2014 and interviewing participants to assess subsequent outcomes of 
participation in JIFX. Forty-nine interviews (done by phone, in person and/or through use of a 
survey) were obtained through the data gathering process. 
The interview process was initiated by sending a pilot test of emails. The pilot test consisted of 
sending emails for 10 of the projects from past JIFX events. The emails described the research 
and included a link to the online survey. A PDF version of the survey was also included so re-
spondents could review the questions prior to survey or interview. The survey consistent of a se-
ries of coded questions. Because many participants had several projects and participated in multi-
ple events, a copy of the white paper of interest was also attached to the email. Out of the pilot 
emails sent, two surveys were completed, and two interviews were completed. Interviews covered 
any questions that were not answered in the initial email survey with the addition of several open-
ended questions that were not included in the survey. 
After the initial pilot test of emails, JIFX coordinators sent an email to past participants informing 
them that they would receive an email request for participation, the nature of the research, and 
encouragement to participate.  
Email requests were then sent out for the remaining 232 projects that had identified email ad-
dresses. No changes in content or protocol were made to the email process identified for the pilot 
test. The emails were sent out in five batches with a week or two between each batch. Each batch 
represented an event date and was sent out in order of oldest first. This was done to allow partici-
pants from the most recent event to realize the full benefits of the event (i.e., networking, project 
evolution) prior to being interviewed. A follow up email was sent to all participants that indicated 
a willingness to participate in a follow up interview to request a mutually agreeable time.  At this 
point in the interview process, all interviews were conducted via phone. Email requests resulted 
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in 21 completed interviews, and 12 completed project surveys without interview. These numbers 
include the results from the pilot test. 
Two weeks after all emails were sent, cold calling was conducted for the participants that did not 
respond to the emailed survey but had an available phone number. Interviews for 11 projects were 
completed as a result of cold calling. 
Follow-up face-to-face interviews 
Towards the conclusion of the project, the principle investigator attended the June 2014 JIFX 
event and was able to obtain surveys for an additional five projects. The PI described the nature 
of the research and asked participants of past events that were in attendance to complete the 
online survey. 
Results 
In order to address the research questions of the studies, results from the interviews were numeri-
cally tabulated by participant and experiment type. Interview comments and observations were 
also manually examined to look for specific examples of participant informing. 
Respondent Profiles 
A total of 49 interviews were conducted. The breakdown of these interviews is as follows: 
• 23 completed the online form. Of these: 
o 2 chose not to be interviewed subsequently  
o 4 could not be contacted subsequent interviews 
o 17 were interviewed by phone or face-to-face subsequently 
• 26 were interviewed by phone or face-to-face only 
Given 252 experiments in the database (that were not cancelled for one reason or another), this 
represents a 19.5% response rate. 
 
Figure 5: Where interview participants came from 
Realistically, this understates the actual response rate, for two reasons: 
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1. Many experiments continued over multiple JIFX events, but our protocol treated these as 
one-time experiments. 
2. Many experiments were conducted by the same individual within the same organization. 
To avoid undue inconvenience to past participants (as well as repetition of many ques-
tions), we limited ourselves to a single interview per participant. Otherwise, we would 
have expected double-counting on questions such as those relating to the perceived or-
ganizational benefits of JIFX. 
Based on these qualifications, an adjusted assessment of the response rate would be 36 organiza-
tions out of 146 total participating organizations (25%). Participant organizations and experiment 
types are summarized in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. Because a participant could fall into multi-
ple categories, the percentages do not add to 100%. 
 
Figure 6: Types of experiments 
A more detailed data summary table of participants and outcomes is presented as Appendix B. 
Overall Perceptions of Value 
As indicated in Figure 7—which rates the overall value of the event on a scale of 1 (little or no 
value) to 5 (extremely great value)—participants rated the event highly, further supported by the 
fact that almost 80% of the respondents planned to attend another JIFX event. 
Perceived Value by Informing Type 
Based on the interview findings, it was clear that participants found value from JIFX based upon 
a number of sources, as illustrated in Table 4. 
As a rough approximation, any difference between two of these means that is greater than 0.4 is 
likely to be significant at the 0.05 level (assuming equal standard deviations). Based on this, it is 
evident that the greatest sources of informing value were perceived from: 
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• Making new contacts 
• Interactions with potential users of the product, process, or service 
 
Figure 7: Overall perceptions of JIFX event value  
(1=little or no value, 5=extremely great value) 
 
Table 4: Perceived Sources of Value by Informing Type 
Source of Value 


















Meeting potential  cus-
tomers 16% 4% 31% 31% 18% 3.31 
Meeting potential ven-
dors of other products 
or services 
15% 19% 19% 38% 9% 3.06 
Meeting potential users 
of the product or ser-
vice 
4% 4% 22% 42% 27% 3.82 
Meeting experts in the 
area 19% 13% 19% 29% 21% 3.21 
Viewing demonstra-
tions of related prod-
ucts, processes or ser-
vices 
17% 21% 21% 32% 9% 2.94 
Networking with prior 
contacts 17% 11% 20% 35% 17% 3.24 
Networking with new 
contacts 2% 7% 17% 33% 41% 4.04 
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These two sources were not mutually exclusive. Moreover, at least some participants perceived 
high value from every informing channel. This likely reflects the highly heterogeneous nature of 
participants in the event. These findings were consistent with the qualitative analysis. 
A particularly interesting question is where the participants who judged JIFX most valuable 
found the greatest value. To assess this, we grouped the value sources according to the total JIFX 
value question (scored on a 1-5 scale) and looked at where the greatest perceived changes of val-
ue occurred as overall value rose. 
What Table 5 illustrates is a pattern whereby the value in each informing category appears to rise 
with total value—a not-very-surprising result (value levels with a very low number of responses 
are greyed out). 










































ber of Ratings 
1 5.00 2.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 1 
2 4.00 2.33 3.33 3.00 3.00 3.33 1.33 3 
3 2.88 2.63 3.13 2.50 2.13 3.50 2.75 8 
4 3.20 2.70* 3.80 3.25 2.75 4.00 3.00* 20 
5 3.35 3.76* 4.24 3.29 3.29 4.12 3.82* 17 
 
There are two categories where value contributions between the top two levels of overall per-
ceived value change significantly: 
• Meeting vendors 
• Networking with existing contacts 
Stated in terms of likely causality, respondents who derived value from interactions with vendors 
and past contacts seemed to derive unusually high value from JIFX. 
Summary of Participant Type Results 
A tabulation of perceived informing value by participant type is presented in Appendix C. With 6 
different participant types and 8 tests per participant, a total of 48 significant tests were conduct-
ed. If the data were randomly distributed, we would expect 2-3 significance values with p<0.05, 
which happens to be what was observed. This is consistent with the proposition that any impact 
between participant type and informing benefits must occur through interaction with other fac-
tors. This would be consistent with a complex informing scenario. 
Summary of Experiment Type Results 
A tabulation of perceived informing value by experiment type is presented in Appendix C. With 4 
different experiment types and 8 tests per type, a total of 24 significant tests were conducted. If 
the data were randomly distributed, we would expect 1-2 significance values with p<0.05, while 4 
were actually observed—all of which barely passed the 5% significance test. This is consistent 
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with the proposition that any direct impact between experiment type and informing benefits is 
minor, at best, and that key differences are more likely to occur through interaction with other 
factors. Once again, this would be consistent with a complex informing scenario. 
Informing Value of Ad Hoc Collaborations 
A major element of the JIFX design was the encouragement of ad hoc collaborations between 
participants. To assess whether substantial differences in perceived informing patterns between 
different types of experiments existed, a simple T-test to compare the means value between ex-
periments of a particular type and the remainder of the sample was conducted. 
The perceived values of ad hoc collaborations are presented in Table 6. Experiments involving 
these collaborations appeared to derive greater benefits from meeting experts than other types of 
experiment. This effect was the largest observed in all the comparisons conducted and may well 
be the only direct effect that should not be dismissed as a result of predictable random variation 
or minor, at best. It would also appear to make sense, as expertise in the technologies or processes 
being studied would likely be a critical prerequisite of such undertakings.    






































Ad hoc collaborations 3.41 3.00 3.88 3.44 3.00 4.03 3.12 4.03 34 
Other experiments 3.00 3.07 3.73 2.47 2.60 3.73 3.33 3.93 15 
T-statistic 1.11 -0.18 0.40 2.62 1.08 0.80 -0.58 0.26 
 P-value 0.27 0.86 0.69 0.01 0.29 0.43 0.56 0.80 
 
Qualitative Results 
An important reason for performing a labor-intensive interview-based research protocol was to 
triangulate structured response data (such as presented in Appendix C) with specific examples 
from respondents. The qualitative analysis element of the case study focused on identifying such 
examples. Some of these are now considered in the context of the three categories of research 
question. 
Value specific research questions 
When prompted to describe sources of value from JIFX, a number of respondents referred to the 
direct benefits postulated for the JIFX events. The specific questions and some quotes from re-
spondents follow: 
Does participation in JIFX lead to accelerated defect detection? 
Experiment 35: “It [JIFX] is very valuable for testing our new technologies prior to re-
lease.” 
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Experiment 94: [What do you see as the principal sources of value from JIFX?] “Rela-
tively low cost, low hassle means of testing equipment…in a relevant environment with 
real end-user hands-on testing and feedback. Relatively low-cost, high-fidelity, means of 
demonstrating the capability to govt agencies in a venue where they have a high confi-
dence that the testing is realistic due to the participation of the JIFX experimentation 
team.” 
Experiment 163: “It is a great test environment and opportunity to focus on field use in 
semi-realistic conditions. Feedback and interaction is great added bonus.” 
Experiment 164: [What do you see as the principal sources of value from JIFX?] “Ability 
to test and demonstrate new technologies in a forgiving environment.” 
Experiment 198: “We appreciate the opportunity to experiment, fail, tinker and witness 
collaboration toward solving real world problems. The environment fosters this and eve-
ryone is comfortable with those conditions knowing that iteration, evolution and break-
throughs can happen at JIFX rather than in a real-world situation.” 
Experiment 241: “The thinking has evolved. It has opened up Pandora's box, a lot more 
questions than answers…I tagged onto the social media experiment. A lot of what we 
wound up doing was throwing out what we had planned, and instead figured out what we 
wanted to do. We all got together and discussed what the needs are of the decision mak-
ers, especially as they relate to social media.” 
Does participation in JIFX lead to accelerated product improvements? 
Experiment 186: In 2013, we looked at some of the various technologies and some of the 
tools that we might want to use in the field. Things that could keep a record or what we 
had done, where we had been, and tracking of our personnel for safety purposes. We 
asked a couple of people that had come in with their tools to do a mashup and just 
demonstrate some different use cases for how their technology could be molded in a way 
that might be beneficial for us and our specific usage...If JIFX didn't exist, the mash-ups 
would have never occurred and I would not have been exposed to the wide variety of 
tools and software out there. Just being there in general was very beneficial. 
Experiment 256: “When we first went to JIFX it was a standalone LTE solution. The first 
JIFX allowed us to experiment with satellite and carrier egress. The second JIFX we were 
able to test those in a planned way. I believe there is another JIFX coming up in a mari-
time locations, and we want to get some experience with a maritime application because 
that is a little different from the land based ones we have had so far…Getting feedback 
from DOD and homeland security and public safety figures had been very useful in tun-
ing the product we think the world wants. JIFX takes a month’s worth of being on the 
road and mashes into a couple of days.” 
Experiment 261: “We are in constant development. The most important thing we got 
from JIFX in terms of how we improved our software was the Joint Vulnerability As-
sessment branch they were able to give us some great security tips on how to improve the 
architecture, so we have since incorporated all of those and all of their write ups into our 
app...” 
Experiment 273: “After JIFX, we took the feedback that we receive. We adjusted the sys-
tem a little bit. We took it to a demo in Virginia Beach, and got some more user feedback 
there. We are now evaluating where to invest going forward with it.” 
Experiment 281: “As a direct result of being at JIFX, we have had a lot of various com-
munications with COCOMs [combatant commands] and additional communications with 
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DHS [Department of Homeland Security] and other companies and well. Many of these 
interactions have prompted us to make various technology enhancements or feature en-
hancements.” 
Does participation in JIFX lead to improved product or system design? 
Experiment 25: “Note to financial impact: Hundreds of thousands of dollars because of 
feedback to the developers, so we aren't going down the wrong track with our design.” 
Experiment 42: “We made some design changes to the product we built at the JIFX and 
we were able to validate those changes and we did it. Based on what we learned there, we 
made some more changes and that made it even better.” 
Experiment 127: “It was great to get that input from JIFX because it completely changed 
my design generation cycle. It changed the whole way I was looking at designing my 
product, and I changed a lot of things all based off of JIFX experiment.” 
Experiment 226: “We got a better sense of what the users and other participants were ex-
pecting from our product that we were developing, so we made a lot of refinements in 
that sense.” 
In contrast to these examples, when given the opportunity to cite specific sources of value—
which should have been easier to recall, being more concrete—respondents were surprisingly 
vague and had very little to say. Examples of the comments in this area include: 
Experiment 12: “Met some people from dept of state. Resulted in a small sale.” 
Experiment 245: “JIFX participation provided access to funding.” 
Experiment 301: [Description of how JIFX impacted the (product, process, service)] “We 
were able to make more sales” 
Informing specific research questions 
The study design was such that the principal source of evidence for informing flows was the 
structured survey questions. There were, however, a number of comments made during inter-
views that further supported the value of various types of informing. Nearly all these responses 
came in answer to the question: 
What do you see as the principal sources of value from JIFX?  
For example: 
Experiment 34: “Very rare location where we get to meet the people from government 
and understand their needs and we also have a chance to meet other people who are 
working to support the government. Between all of that we figure out how we fit in.” 
Experiment 37: “Potential networking with engaged stakeholders.” 
Experiment 44: “Technology exposure for both developers and potential users. Ability to 
obtain potential customer feedback on design considerations, competing technologies and 
interest.” 
Experiment 52: “Spontaneity, esprit-de-corps, collaboration” 
Experiment 127: “JIFX gave me the opportunity to get feedback from other folks about 
my product. I really made a lot of connections as far as getting outside viewpoints. We 
are computer and explosive experts, so we have a very set way of looking at things some-
times.”   
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Experiment 149: “Invaluable to be able to meet with and experiment with end users. 
Commercial and government contacts that are sometimes are just conversations and other 
times are mashup ad-hoc experiments. Those interactions are invaluable. The knowledge 
that we gained in networking. From 2013, we continue to be in contact with folks from 
NSA and the Department of Energy. With that we have done some engineering, pre-sales 
consultations. Both of the times we have gone, we came away with ongoing relationships 
that are very valuable. That is among the most important reasons we hope to/plan to go 
back.” 
Experiment 186: “Being exposed to different technology and seeing how they could work 
for us, but I also really appreciate the people who come and the organizations that attend. 
It is really nice to meet up with them in an environment that is outside of their normal be-
cause sometimes we can make a better relationship or partnership or learn more about an 
organization that way.” 
Experiment 198:  “The ability for us to integrate and collaborate with virtually any / all 
other experiments at any one event given the need and focus on field work. The applica-
tion of our technology, expertise, processes can both benefit other collaborators but more 
importantly, feedback and the experience itself helps guide and shape our technology 
roadmap.” 
Experiment 233: “It [JIFX] is a big networking opportunity, and it also helps us to guide 
our product and get some relevant feedback that helps us tailor our product to meet the 
needs of the user.” 
Experiment 264: “It has given us invaluable contacts and helped us to navigate through a 
very large and complicated bureaucracy by putting a human face on the equation. Provid-
ing a secure venue to exhibit, test and demonstrate new technologies is of significant val-
ue to inventors concerned with I.P. issues.” 
Experiment 287: “Getting together with everyone and being able to understand the use 
cases.” 
Experiment 290: “JIFX provides a collaborative experimentation venue that has given our 
company additional insight into the potential consumers requirements. It also provides us 
with a looking glass of technologies that may be delivered in the future. This insight pro-
vides us with possible areas where our technology may be useful in coming years” 
Experiment 299: “You don't know what is needed, required, what is out there, how you 
could enhance other people's stuff as well as what other offerings you have. With our en-
gineering team, we can go back to them and say FEMA is looking for this or military is 
looking for this, or a way to get to this point. It benefits us to keep informed of what is 
out there, what needs to be out there, and what solutions they are looking for.” 
Informing meta-questions 
The qualitative component of the study was particularly well-suited to addressing the second of 
the research meta-questions, namely:  
Are the JIFX participants able to provide well-articulated apportionments of value to al-
ternative informing sources? 
Specifically, respondents were given an opportunity to specify a value (or cost) associated with 
participation in the JIFX event, and then to provide an explanation (see questions 23-25 of Ap-
pendix A). Out of 49 responses, only one numerical response was made—and that was a cost as-
sociated with a participant that did not see any value. 
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There are many reasons why we would not expect every respondent to provide a value—e.g., 
some existed in positions or at levels in organizations that probably lacked exposure to cost and 
marketing data, some experiments involved technologies, systems, or processes so embryonic that 
any such estimate would have been pure speculation, some might have withheld such information 
for proprietary or competitive reasons, and so forth. Nevertheless, it seems remarkable to acquire 
no concrete estimates of value in a survey of an exercise where: 
1. 73% of the respondents indicated that the event was of considerable or great value 
2. Nearly 80% of respondents indicated that they planned to return to another iteration of 
the event 
A much more plausible explanation is that the question itself is one that cannot be answered in a 
reasonable way, much like the question of the “value” of baking powder to the fitness of a cake. 
And, as discussed in the earlier review of complexity, this is precisely what we would expect on a 
complex fitness landscape.  
Analysis 
In order to address the research questions, some additional exploratory analysis was required. 
These further results were then triangulated with qualitative results from the interviews. 
Types of Informing 
The interview and online questionnaire administered to JIFX participants was very specific with 
respect to different informing sources. An interesting question to consider was whether these 
sources would naturally cluster into more general informing categories. To explore this question, 
a principle component analysis was conducted, the results of which are presented in Table 7. 
Table 7: Three Factor Principle Component Results 
Rotated Factor Loadings 
Variables Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 
Customers -0.096 0.886 0.217 
Vendors 0.761 0.238 0.012 
Users 0.296 0.812 -0.254 
Experts 0.829 -0.001 0.256 
Demonstrations 0.597 -0.067 0.438 
Networking-Prior 0.214 0.033 0.881 
Networking-New 0.858 0.039 0.108 
Analysis performed with Free Statistics Software (Wessa, 2014) 
  
The best fit was achieved with three factors and suggested three reasonably distinct types of in-
forming were being observed: 
• Discovery (Factor 1): Key contributors were meetings with vendors, experts, observing 
demonstrations and networking with new contacts. 
• Client-Driven Informing (Factor 2): Key contributors were customers and users. 
• Relationship Maintenance (Factor 3): Mainly impacted by networking with old clients. 
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74% of all variance was explained using the three factors. The proportion of variance explained 
by each factor was 0.48, 0.29 and 0.22 respectively. 
A four factor model was also tested. The results appeared to split the “Discovery” factor into two 
components as follows:  
• Technology Discovery (Factor 1): Key contributors were meetings with vendors, experts, 
and networking with new contacts. 
• Client-Driven Informing (Factor 2): Key contributors were customers and users. 
• Technology Analysis (Factor 3): Key contributors were meetings with experts and prod-
uct demonstrations. 
• Relationship Maintenance (Factor 4): Mainly impacted by networking with old clients. 
The factor loadings are presented in Table 8:  
Table 8: Four Factor Principle Component Analysis 
Rotated Factor Loadings 
Variables Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4 
Customers -0.109 0.932 0.112 0.099 
Vendors 0.793 0.15 0.171 0.107 
Users 0.478 0.741 -0.157 -0.16 
Experts 0.574 0.003 0.676 0.114 
Demonstrations 0.183 0.021 0.894 0.129 
Networking-Prior 0.184 0.01 0.15 0.964 
Networking-New 0.816 -0.041 0.305 0.174 
Analysis performed with Free Statistics Software (Wessa, 2014) 
 
84% of all variance was explained using the three factors. The proportion of variance explained 
by each factor was 0.33, 0.25, 0.25 and 0.18 respectively. 
Although the variance explained by the three factor model was slightly below the 80% threshold 
recommended, the cleaner loadings of that model (i.e., expert informing was not split between 
two factors) made it preferable to the four factor model. It should be noted that, given the nature 
of the data gathering process, either model should be viewed as exploratory—suggestive of a par-
ticular conceptual scheme rather than being taken as strong empirical support for a particular set 
of hypotheses.  
Sources of Overall Informing Value 
One important informing-related question with respect to the complexity of the JIFX would be 
determining if any particular type of informing contributed directly to perceived overall value. 
Treating the perceived overall informing value of the exercise corresponds as an estimate of fit-
ness, we would predict that respondents would have difficulty separating out the value of separate 
informing channels. 
Two approaches—both exploratory in nature—were used to assess the degree to which contribu-
tions of different types of informing to overall perceived value were tested. The first involved 
using multiple regression of the different types of informing against the overall perceived value of 
JIFX. These results, presented in Figure 8, show no individual forms of informing appear to con-
tribute to overall value at a statistically significant level. 
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Figure 8: Multiple regression of informing values against  
the perceived overall value of JIFX 
A second way to look at the question is to take a proxy for perceived value—the likelihood of 
returning to JIFX—and determining if a particular type or set of informing types appear to be re-
lated to that value. As noted in the literature review, the concept of fitness is closely tied to an 
entity’s ability to survive and flourish from generation to generation. It stands to reason that for 
an “event entity” this would closely correlate to the likelihood that past participants would plan to 
attend. 






































Plan to return 3.23 3.36 3.82 3.26 3.03 4.05 3.44 4.23 39 
Do not plan to return 3.50 1.70 3.90 2.70 2.30 3.50 2.20 3.10 10 
T-statistic -0.63 3.90 -0.19 1.31 1.71 1.30 2.91 2.66 
 P-value 0.53 0.00 0.85 0.20 0.09 0.20 0.01 0.01 
 
In Table 9, reported plan to return to JIFX is compared with non-likelihood of returning for each 
of the informing categories as well as overall JIFX value. The strong observed relationship be-
tween overall value and expectation of returning supports the view that plans to return (a binary 
variable) can be treated as a reasonable proxy for perceived value. The strong significances asso-
ciated with meeting vendors and networking with existing clients suggest that certain informing 
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types—discovery and maintaining relationships—dominate the JIFX value proposition. This is 
not consistent with maximal ruggedness, wherein relatively few strong relationships would be 
observed. Nevertheless, it is an interesting result that confirms an important JIFX precept: that the 
event is not intended to be a direct source of sales (which would be indicated by high customer 
and user informing scores). Instead, discovery and relationship building play a particularly im-
portant role in bringing individuals back to JIFX. 
Discussion: JIFX as an Informing System 
The findings of our study and can be looked at from two perspectives: the individual participant 
and the system as a whole. 
Design from Experiment Participant Perspective 
From the experiment participant perspective, the informing process that occurs over the course of 
the JIFX event changes the shape of the informing journey fitness curve (shown earlier in Figure 
2) in a number of important ways, illustrated in Figure 9.  
 
Figure 9: JIFX and the informing journey 
Examples of how the JIFX event changes the curve include: 
• Early stage technologies: Most of the experiments involve technologies or processes that 
are still under development. As a consequence, most are still climbing the fitness curve, 
rather than being on the fitness plateau more common to mature technologies. This re-
duces the amount of unfreezing required in the informing process. Example: 
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Experiment 261: “We are in constant development. The most important thing we 
got from JIFX in terms of how we improved our software was the Joint Vulnera-
bility Assessment branch they were able to give us some great security tips on 
how to improve the architecture, so we have since incorporated all of those and 
all of their write ups into our app...” 
• Expert & user availability: By having experts in many areas available, the loss in fitness 
that occurs while trying new uses, configurations, or connections is reduced. This reduces 
the cost of changing. Example: 
Experiment 226: “We got a better sense of what the users and other participants 
were expecting from our product that we were developing, so we made a lot of 
refinements in that sense. 
• Flexible venue: The JIFX event offers a flexible venue without adding the complication 
of a lot of existing infrastructure that requires specialized knowledge to use. This balance 
serves to make the complicatedness of the experiments manageable. Example: 
Experiment 163: “It [JIFX] is a great test environment and opportunity to focus 
on field use in semi-realistic conditions. Feedback and interaction is great added 
bonus.” 
• Celebrating failure: Through its stated policy of celebrating experiments that fail for the 
right reasons, JIFX reduces the uncertainty associated with fitness of the end-state of the 
informing process as well as the fitness of the journey. Example: 
Experiment 198: “We appreciate the opportunity to experiment, fail, tinker and 
witness collaboration toward solving real world problems. The environment fos-
ters this and everyone is comfortable with those conditions knowing that itera-
tion, evolution and breakthroughs can happen at JIFX rather than in a real-world 
situation.” 
• Emphasizing the learning objective of the event: JIFX explicitly eliminates “selling” as an 
event objective, replacing it with learning and relationship-building. This changes the na-
ture of how fitness is judged as the event proceeds, dramatically increasing the certainty 
of achieving a positive outcome. Example: 
Experiment 186: “Being exposed to different technology and seeing how they 
could work for us, but I also really appreciate the people who come and the or-
ganizations that attend. It is really nice to meet up with them in an environment 
that is outside of their normal because sometimes we can make a better relation-
ship or partnership or learn more about an organization that way.” 
System Perspective 
The other way to look at JIFX is from a full system perspective. Unfortunately, informing sys-
tems can be difficult to characterize. One approach that has been proposed (e.g., Gill, 2011) is to 
depict the system in terms of: 
• Informing flows between entities 
• Resource flows between entities 
• Sensors that estimate information or resource flows 
• Throttles that can increase or decrease flows 
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• Control flows identifying the entities associated with the signals used to sense and control 
flows. 
Presented in this way, based upon the observations and interviews conducted during the case re-
search, the JIFX event can be approximately represented as shown in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10: Informing and resource flows for the JIFX event 
Informing flows 
The JIFX event is built around an extraordinarily rich set of informing flows, all of which are bi-
directional. The experiment participants are, of course, at the center of these flows. They interact 
directly with: 
• Each other 
• Academic researchers 
• NPS student participants (who may also be experiment participants) 
• Representatives of the COCOMS 
• Members of the user community, such as emergency response personnel and warfighters 
• Representatives of agencies that may eventually seek to purchase or acquire the product, 
process or system involved in the experiment 
In practice, there are also potential secondary informing flows between virtually every non-
experimental participant at JIFX. These are omitted from diagram. 
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Resource flows 
The flow of resources that make the JIFX event possible are every bit as complicated as the in-
forming flow. Although participants are not paid to attend JIFX, the event itself provides non-
monetary resources to participants through supplying a venue that would otherwise be cost-
prohibitive for many of the small businesses that attend the event. 
To fund the event, resources are supplied through a variety of sources. The Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense (OSD) provides a budget for the event to the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). 
While OSD does have substantial discretionary resources of its own, it requires investment by the 
various COCOMS (combat commands), who send their own representatives to the event. Some 
additional funding comes from the Department of Homeland Security. 
Participants themselves must provide their own travel, shipping, and equipment. Sources of these 
resources can come from COCOMS (e.g., for warfighters), NPS (for its students), vendors (for 
private-sector participants), federal, state and local emergency management agencies (for emer-
gency management personnel), and research institutions (for academic researchers, who may in 
turn be funded by grants). 
Control flows 
Because JIFX was specifically designed to derive its principal value from its associated informing 
flows, there are many explicit and implicit connections between informing flows and resource 
flows. We observed that nearly every resource provider was interested in the quality and quantity 
of informing flows between experimenters—the core objective of the event’s design. This view is 
supported by the specific “discovery” flows detected in the factor analysis of the data. In addition, 
our discussions and observations made while on site suggested a strong role was played by the 
client-driven informing factor: 
1. The COCOMS largely controlled the flow of resources both to the event (through OSD) 
and to the warfighters attending the event. Of particular interest to this group is the quali-
ty and quantity of informing flows between warfighters. 
2. Vendors supported the attendance of experimenters (and often played dual roles) and 
tended to be particularly interested in the informing flows to users entities (warfighters, 
emergency response personnel) and to agencies that could eventually purchase or rec-
ommend purchasing their product or service. 
3. Research institutions (including NPS) supported academic researchers and were particu-
larly interested in interactions with the experimenters, who could become clients of their 
research (e.g., social network analysis) or sources of data. 
Because many individuals had multiple roles, however, the research—particularly the qualitative 
findings from the interviews—suggested that the overall level of informing observed, rather than 
specific pathways, may have had the greatest influence on the provision of resources. This corre-
sponded to the network-maintenance factor. 
Implications of flow analysis 
Central to the current research project was developing a better understanding of the nature and 
perceived values of the informing flows enabled by the JIFX event. The interviews and data anal-
ysis demonstrates that the associated informing flows were viewed to be highly beneficial by par-
ticipants. In addition, the JIFX participants frequently referred to the uniqueness of the event. All 
this raises a question: does our analysis provide any insights into how the event might be im-
proved? 
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One obvious area where changes could be made would be in attempting to more accurately meas-
ure the informing patterns—informing, control, and resource flows—that, over the long run, are 
likely to determine the sustainability the event. Indeed, the current research was an attempt to 
begin looking at that these patterns. 
Two major patterns seem to be of particular importance to the long term sustainability of the JIFX 
event. The first involves the flows of resources from the COCOMs through OSD to NPS to JIFX 
which, in turn, are likely to be a function of effectiveness of the various informing flows of JIFX, 
as discussed for Figure 9. The second involves the willingness of vendors, institutions, and agen-
cies to continue supporting the costs of participant attendance.  
An interesting question that can be raised is the degree to which more accurately quantifying the 
informing flows occur between various JIFX stakeholders could lead to enhanced effectiveness of 
the event. Favoring better measurement is a practical phenomenon: we tend to focus our activities 
towards improving those estimates of fitness that are most salient (Gill, 2010). Thus, we would 
expect the better our measurement of informing, the more of it we should get. 
Weighed against this reasoning is the fact that the patterns of informing and resource flows we 
are considering can be characterized as cybernetic loops within the system, as illustrated in Figure 
11. Resource flows are, in part, dictated by informing success; informing flows are, in turn, de-
termined by availability of resources, and so forth.  
 
Figure 11: Major resource and informing loops of JIFX 
From a pure systems theory perspective, the greater the degree these loops are governed entirely 
by internal signals (i.e., are isolated from outside influences), the greater the likelihood that they 
will start to exhibit behaviors such as exponential growth, exponential decline, cycling, or chaos 
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purely as a result of systems structure. These unintended consequences could, ultimately, become 
so pronounced that the system as a whole could fail. To avoid such an outcome, careful thought 
would need to be given to the precision with which informing flows are measured and the degree 
to which tight coupling to resource flows is desirable. This is obviously not an issue we can re-
solve in this paper. It is, however, an intriguing area for future research.  
Conclusions 
The JIFX event was an example of an informing system designed for communication between 
academia, government, and industry to drive innovation. JIFX provided a unique opportunity for 
these parties to collaborate in an unrestricted environment. In addition, it differed from past re-
search into situational awareness, which typically involved teams that had previously trained to-
gether (e.g., Sonnenwald & Pierce, 2000), by virtue of the fact that the groups that participated 
normally emerged on an ad hoc basis. 
The results of our research indicate that the principle sources of value provided by the JIFX event 
to its clients were from discovery, interaction with potential users of the technology, and network-
ing. These findings are consistent with the existing literature on informing under conditions of 
complexity. 
Beyond providing support for the existing literature, the study of the JIFX project advances the 
study of informing systems in a number of ways. Three of the most important are as follows.  
1. Illustrates Impact of a Rugged Fitness Function 
The fact that participants failed to identify any unique source of value from the event—and were 
unable to assign dollar values to their past participation—is consistent with an informing system 
whose fitness results from a combination of attributes, not any one attribute or set of attributes 
that independently produce a particular beneficial outcome. Nevertheless, the evidence is compel-
ling that such fitness exists, with 73% of respondents indicating that the event was of considera-
ble or great value and 80% indicating they would likely return to future events. 
As evidence that value actually exists, the research found many examples of the JIFX informing 
system providing an opportunity for participants to refine their products to better meet user needs. 
This research suggests that this value was realized by both product developers and participants 
involved in acquisitions. It confirmed that collaboration opportunities provided by JIFX could 
accelerate the development process, which also benefits developers and those involved with ac-
quisitions. It further demonstrated that multiple informing flows occur in JIFX: between product 
developers, between developers and experts, between developers and end-users, between devel-
opers and potential customers. Examples where these informing flows led to tangible benefits 
were identified.  These benefits included:  
• accelerated defect detection 
• accelerated product improvement 
• improved product or system design 
2. Demonstrates how informing system design can promote evolutionary adaptation 
In its early days (e.g., Cohen, 1999), the field of informing science was most concerned with de-
signing information systems to accomplish routine informing tasks. Over time, the emphasis ex-
panded to include systems that continually evolved to accommodate non-routine tasks (e.g., Gill, 
2009). The JIFX event provides a particularly interesting case study of an informing system that 
is designed to promote non-routine informing. 
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A major characteristic of JIFX was its emphasis on ad-hoc collaborations and its focus on discov-
ery and relationship building. Added to this was a high tolerance for experimental failure and its 
prohibition of sales activities. Together, these design elements ensured:  
• JIFX “success” was framed more in terms of learning, relationship building, and risk-
taking than in terms of short-term tangible metrics, such as negotiated contracts and sales. 
• The portfolio of experiments at JIFX consisted mainly of artifacts and processes that 
were not yet frozen in terms of design, features, and protocols. 
• Concerns that participation in the event would lead to adverse consequences were mini-
mized.  
Conceptually, the research showed how these design elements could be framed in terms of the 
following: 1) reducing the challenge on unfreezing participant artifacts/processes, 2) lowering the 
cost of moving between possible fitness plateaus, and 3) providing alternative, albeit less tangi-
ble, measures of fitness that minimized the consequence of risk taking. The evidence of individu-
al successes gathered over the course of the case study suggests that this could be a powerful 
framework for evaluating future systems. 
3. Presents and applies a conceptual framework for informing and resource flow analysis  
If informing science is to advance as a transdiscipline, tools must be developed around its key 
building block: the informing system. The findings of the research suggested that a tool built 
around mapping informing and resource flows might provide useful insights. Most significantly, 
it provided a basis for speculating that examining these flows in terms of their cybernetic struc-
ture might offer useful insights into system behavior and allow system designers to avoid changes 
that inadvertently undermine the informing benefits observed.  
Specifically, a natural area for future research might include measuring the JIFX system’s inform-
ing flows more precisely. What the cybernetic analysis suggests, however, is that great care 
would need to be taken so that the measurement of those flows did not change the flavor and de-
sign elements of the event that seem to be providing value to the participants. The danger is that 
more precise—but not necessarily better—measurement of informing could lead to tighter cou-
pling between resource flows and certain specific informing flows. That coupling could lead to a 
profound effect on the dynamics of the event and could, in fact, reduce its overall ability to sup-
port complex informing. 
* * * 
In conclusion, the JIFX event provided a unique opportunity to conduct a field study of a remark-
able informing system and consider its design and impact from multiple perspectives. Such re-
search necessarily diverges from narrowly focused hypothesis testing; the scope of the event and 
its stakeholders was simply too broad. Fortunately, the transdisciplinary philosophy of informing 
science provides us with a toolkit drawn from many disciplines that we can apply to investiga-
tions such as these. In doing so, however, we continually find ourselves needing to further refine 
the tools that we have available and to develop new ones. In other words, it is through systematic 
observation and analysis of sites such as the JIFX event that informing science can continue to 
evolve. 
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Appendix B: Profile of Interview Responses 
Question Percent True Percent False 
Is your organization a startup? 21% 79% 
Is your organization a small business, under 50 employees? 50% 50% 
Is your organization a private non-profit? 12% 88% 
Is your organization a non-military governmental agency? 10% 90% 
Is your organization part of the military? 21% 79% 
Is your organization a defense contractor? 41% 59% 
Did the experiment proposal include a test of software? 69% 31% 
Did the experiment proposal include a test of a new process or 
procedure? 54% 46% 
Did the experiment proposal involve connecting components 
into a system? 67% 33% 
Was the experiment proposal IT related? 60% 40% 
Did the experiment proposal include a planned collaboration 
with other participants? 50% 50% 
Did the experiment proposal involve an existing product or ser-
vice available commercially? 48% 52% 
Did the experiment proposal involve a prototype or incomplete 
product not yet available commercially? 60% 40% 
Did the experiment proposal involve a product or service likely 
to be broadly applicable to warfare? 82% 18% 
Did the experiment proposal involve a product or service likely 
to be broadly applicable to disaster relief? 88% 12% 
Was the product, service or process demonstrated at JIFX for 
sale at the time (No if not applicable)? 33% 67% 
Is the product, service or process demonstrated at JIFX currently 
for sale or intended for future sale (No if not applicable)? 78% 22% 
Has further development on the product, service or process 
demonstrated at JIFX been abandoned (No if not applicable)? 2% 98% 
Did you engage in any ad hoc experiments? 69% 31% 
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Question Percent True Percent False 
Was the impact positive? 48% 52% 
Did JIFX impact the design of the (product, process, service)? 23% 77% 
Was the impact of JIFX impact on the (product, process, ser-
vice) unexpected? 6% 94% 
Is there a financial value estimated for the impact? 16% 84% 
Did you follow-up with any individuals you met at JIFX? 88% 12% 
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Appendix C: Perceived Value by Participant and 
Experiment Type Results 
 
Participant Analysis 
To assess whether substantial differences in perceived informing patterns between different types 
of participant organizations existed, a simple T-test to compare the means value between partici-
pants of a particular type and the remainder of the sample was conducted. 
Startup Participants 
The perceived values of startup participants are presented in Table C.1. Startups appeared to real-
ize particularly high relative benefit gains from meeting vendors. 








































Startups 3.90 3.90 3.80 3.40 3.00 3.70 3.50 4.00 10 
Other participants 3.13 2.79 3.85 3.08 2.85 4.00 3.10 4.00 39 
T-statistic 1.81 2.60 -0.11 0.76 0.36 -0.71 0.93 0 
 P-value 0.08 0.01 0.91 0.45 0.72 0.48 0.35 1 
 
Small Business Participants 
The perceived values of small business participants are presented in Table C.2. No significant 
differences were identified between small businesses and other participants. 








































Small Businesses 3.33 3.29 4.13 3.25 3.00 4.13 3.29 4.17 24 
Other participants 3.24 2.76 3.56 3.04 2.76 3.76 3.08 3.84 25 
T-statistic 0.27 1.55 1.65 0.61 0.70 1.06 0.62 0.95 
 P-value 0.79 0.13 0.11 0.54 0.49 0.29 0.54 0.35 




The perceived values of non-profit participants are presented in Table C.3. No significant differ-
ences were identified between non-profit and other participants. Given the small number of non-
profits in the sample, such lack of significance is not surprising. Some fairly large differences in 
average responses were observed, however, particular for meeting vendors (less valued by non-
profits) as well as viewing demonstrations and networking with existing contacts (more valued by 
non-profits). 








































Non-profits 2.67 2.17 3.50 3.67 3.67 4.00 4.00 4.00 6 
Other participants 3.37 3.14 3.88 3.07 2.77 3.93 3.07 4.00 43 
T-statistic -1.35 -1.86 -0.73 1.14 1.72 0.13 1.78 0.00 
 P-value 0.18 0.07 0.47 0.26 0.09 0.89 0.08 1.00 
 
 
Government Agency Participants 
The perceived values of government agency participants are presented in Table C.4. No signifi-
cant differences were identified between government agency and other participants. Given the 
small number of government agencies in the sample, such lack of significance is not surprising.  








































Gov’t Agencies 3.00 2.20 3.60 2.40 2.20 3.00 3.20 4.00 5 
Other participants 3.32 3.11 3.86 3.23 2.95 4.05 3.18 4.00 44 
T-statistic -0.56 -1.61 -0.47 -1.46 -1.33 -1.85 0.03 0.00 
 P-value 0.58 0.11 0.64 0.15 0.19 0.07 0.97 1.00 
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Military Participants 
The perceived values of military participants are presented in Table C.5. No significant differ-
ences were identified between government agency and other participants.  








































Military 3.20 2.80 3.50 2.90 3.00 3.70 3.40 4.00 10 
Other participants 3.31 3.08 3.92 3.21 2.85 4.00 3.13 4.00 39 
T-statistic -0.25 -0.65 -0.99 -0.72 0.36 -0.71 0.64 0.00 
 P-value 0.80 0.52 0.32 0.48 0.72 0.48 0.53 1.00 
Defense Contractors 
The perceived values of defense contractor participants are presented in Table C.6. Defense con-
tractors appeared to realize particularly high relative benefit gains from viewing demonstrations. 








































Defense contractors 3.65 3.20 4.05 2.85 2.40 3.90 2.90 3.80 20 
Other participants 3.03 2.90 3.69 3.34 3.21 3.97 3.38 4.14 29 
T-statistic 1.76 0.87 1.03 -1.42 -2.31 -0.19 -1.37 -0.97 
 P-value 0.08 0.39 0.31 0.16 0.03 0.85 0.18 0.34 
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Informing Value by Experiment Type 
To assess whether substantial differences in perceived informing patterns between different types 
of experiments existed, a simple T-test to compare the means value between experiments of a 
particular type and the remainder of the sample was conducted. 
Equipment Experiments 
The perceived values of equipment experiments are presented in Table C.7. Experiments involv-
ing equipment appeared to derive greater benefits from meeting other vendors and reduced bene-
fits from meeting experts. 






































Equipment experiments 3.40 3.23 3.93 2.98 2.73 3.88 3.15 4.15 40 
Other experiments 2.78 2.11 3.44 3.89 3.56 4.22 3.33 3.33 9 
T-statistic 1.41 2.52 1.09 -2.06 -1.88 -0.78 -0.41 1.84 
 P-value 0.17 0.02 0.28 0.04 0.07 0.44 0.68 0.07 
 
Software Experiments 
The perceived values of equipment experiments are presented in Table C.8. Experiments involv-
ing equipment appeared to derive greater benefits from viewing demonstrations. 






































Software experiments 3.12 3.00 3.73 3.12 2.64 4.00 3.18 3.97 33 
Other experiments 3.63 3.06 4.06 3.19 3.38 3.81 3.19 4.06 16 
T-statistic -1.38 -0.17 -0.92 -0.18 -2.02 0.51 -0.02 -0.25 
 P-value 0.17 0.86 0.36 0.86 0.05 0.61 0.99 0.80 
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Process Experiments 
The perceived values of experiments involving a test of a process are presented in Table C.9. Ex-
periments involving process tests appeared to derive greater overall value from JIFX informing 
than other experiments. Indeed, the only category where they scored lower than non-process ex-
periments was in meeting other customers. 






































Process experiments 3.15 3.23 3.85 3.23 3.19 3.96 3.50 4.35 26 
Other experiments 3.43 2.78 3.83 3.04 2.52 3.91 2.83 3.61 23 
T-statistic -0.82 1.30 0.06 0.55 1.95 0.14 1.96 2.15 
 P-value 0.42 0.20 0.95 0.59 0.06 0.89 0.06 0.04 
 
System Experiments 
The perceived values of experiments involving an integrated system are presented in Table C.10. 
Experiments involving systems did not appear to differ significantly from other experiments. 






































System experiments 3.19 3.13 3.81 3.16 2.91 4.00 3.16 4.16 32 
Other experiments 3.47 2.82 3.88 3.12 2.82 3.82 3.24 3.71 17 
T-statistic -0.79 0.84 -0.19 0.11 0.23 0.49 -0.22 1.25 
 P-value 0.44 0.41 0.85 0.92 0.82 0.63 0.83 0.22 
 
 
